
Little Marlow vs HURLEY 1XI – 12th June 2010 

HURLEY 

P Ridgeway c Rashid b Hussein 101       2x6 

D Simoes b Sharif 10 

T Moore c Hussein b Bath 28    1x6 

S Taylor st Mahmood b Glennister 28 

R Brown b Glennister 12 

T Balchin c Glennister b Rashid 6 

N Akhtar b Glennister 7 

D Day Not out 19 

S Draper  lbw b Glennister 0 

D Forrest c Hussein b Glennister 7    1x6 

A Ridgeway Not Out 12 

 Extras 21 

 Total 251-9 

 

 

LITTLE MARLOW 

A Mahmood c Forrest b Brown 44 

F Hussein c Akhtar b A Ridgeway 16 

Asif b Brown 21 

M Hussein c A Ridgeway b Brown 2 

D Glennister Not out 32 

J Holmes Run out (Brown) 4 

A Sharif c Day b Akhtar 8 

M Bath c Draper b Brown 1 

T Rashid c Balchin b Akhtar 0 

Yakub b A Ridgeway 4 

I Angus Not out 6 

 Extras 17 

 Total 155-9 

 

D Forrest 7-1-17-0  N Akhtar 15-7-32-2 

P Ridgeway 8-2-23-0  R Brown 11-1-42-4 

A Ridgeway 7-1-34-2   

 

For the second week running Hurley dominated but could not dislodge the opposition last pair, 

though Little Marlow’s No11, Ian Angus (6not) can hardly be classed as without talent with a bat 

having scored 75 the previous week and a recognised batsman. 

 

Hurley were asked to bat on another excellent wicket at Little Marlow but some residual dependable 

green (unlike that for England) in the pitch allowed for seam and Phil Ridgeway (101) and Dave 

Simoes (10) found batting tricky early and tip toed to 3 from the first 7 overs. But 13 off the next over 

and suddenly batting looked a lot easier. Sharif (1-34) bowled Simoes with the score on 37 but a 

second wicket stand of 72 between Ridgeway and Tim Moore (28) saw the visitors gather momentum. 

Moore fell sweeping where Hussein gobbled the catch like a pie. Ridgeway was beginning to find the 

square boundary with some powerful pulls and drives and two big sixes. Steve Taylor (28) joined 

Ridgeway in another big partnership of 73 and then as soon as Ridgeway had passed his three figures 

a lofted drive off Hussein (1-49) accounted for Hurley’s third wicket on 182. The introduction of Dave 

Glennister (5-27) then precipitated Hurley to crumple as they chased quick runs. From 182-2 they 

declined to 251-9 in 52 overs as Glennister found turn. A sweet driven six from Dave Forrest (7) and a 

bright 18 run partnership in 2 overs between Denis Day (19not) and Alex Ridgeway (12not) allowed 

Hurley to finish at tea in a useful position. 

 

Hurley’s tactic of starting with the old ball failed to yield results as Mahmood (44) and Hussein (16) 

steered the home side to 35 in 12 overs before Alex Ridgeway (2-34) had Hussein mis-timing a slower 

delivery to loft to Akhtar at mid off. The introduction of the leg spin of 15 year old Ross Brown (4-42) 

proved inspirational as he took 3 wickets in his first 3 overs as the home side declined to 99-5. Good 



catches from Dave Forrest at gully and Alex Ridgeway at mid off and a run out from the omnipresent 

Brown left Little Marlow little option but to opt for siege mentality. Dave Glennister (32not) provided 

the bedrock as wickets crumbled around him. Naeem Akhtar’s pace (2-32) and an excellent diving 

catch from Sam Draper saw further decline to 124-8. When Alex Ridgeway’s in swinger bowled Yakub 

(4) Hurley had 4 overs at Glennister and a brooding Angus. These two stalwarts of Little Marlow guided 

the home side to a draw at 155-9, a disappointing result for Hurley and one which had precedence 

for the forthcoming match in Rustenburg half an hour later. Hurley’s failure to capture the last wicket in 

each of the last two matches has now cost them 28 points. 


